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About BinckBank:
BinckBank is an online bank for investors based in Amsterdam and is
ranked among the top five investment banks in Europe and the market
leader in the Netherlands and Belgium. BinckBank has more than 760,000
accounts with offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, France and Italy and 590
employees.

Ansible user:
Mark Maas, Linux/UNIX Administrator

What is your business challenge?
Our problem was complexity in the datacenter. We wanted automation but
we also wanted simplicity and to not have to send people to training in order
to use the product. I’ve been dabbling with Ansible since before version 1.0. I
remember showing my staff how we can roll out new users—20, 30 at a time
within 10 minutes. They could understand what I was creating as a line of
text—it is so easy to read it can be considered its own documentation.

“ Ansible is quite fun
to use right away. As
soon as you write five
lines of code it works.
With SSH and Ansible
I can send commands
to 500 servers without
having even used the
servers before.”
– Mark Maas, Unix/Linux Systems
Administrator
Binck Bank

How is BinckBank using Ansible?
We have 600 UNIX servers in house. We have a lot of specialty
environments that we need to create while at the same time managing
our production environment. Ansible is quite fun to use right away—as
soon as you write five lines of code it works. SSH makes it all so easy because
it is text-based, making it really powerful when combined with Ansible. With
SSH and Ansible I can send commands to 500 servers without having even
used the servers before.
We are experimenting with monitoring networks. We use NAGIOS. NAGIOS
is an example of a technology doing something extremely well—monitoring
networks—while leaving the fixing to Ansible. NAGIOS can see a server is busy
in the middle of the night, send a message to Cobbler to create a few more
servers on a virtual platform and then start Ansible to make servers into web
servers, enhancing the capability of your website with more servers. You can
literally wake up to more sales this way. Ansible is the glue that connects
monitoring, scripting and server installation. Ansible glues it all together
and now you have a self-healing network. You can link to NAGIOS so Ansible
can check way more than what you can script. The whole fun of Unix is that
the output of one command is the input for another.
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What technology or products did you use in the past to solve this problem, if any?
In the past we did our own scripting for menial tasks over a lot of late nights of pizza that I am glad have come to an end. Ansible
proves itself so fast we didn’t consider other automation products like Puppet or Chef at all—which are not meant to be easy to use.
Before I found Ansible my options were Puppet, Chef and CFEngine but then someone tweeted me about Ansible saying that if you
can’t figure out in 10 minutes how to use it you should not be in IT. With Ansible we do not have to install on the server and we can do
what we want without disrupting anything—it will just stop executing demands.

What are your results with Ansible?
From an IT standpoint I can show other people that if we install a production and testing environment with Ansible it will be done
right. Unless you do the work by hand there is always the question—did you install correctly? With Ansible you can be assured without
a shadow of a doubt that an installation is correct. Ansible makes it easier to trust my own work and my servers’ work. Ansible gives
me peace of mind on a much bigger scale.

What are your plans to grow your Ansible usage moving forward?
We are completely focused on automating as much as possible in our datacenter and going beyond Unix to create more stuff for more
people to do be able to do more. Now it is just managing and band-aids but we will take that part of out of the equation. Who knows
what we can come up?
Recently I purchased a license for Ansible Tower. I would like to give non-technical users access to it and open up the technical side
to people who have no idea what I am talking about. With Tower, my Linux guys can access our templates without having to do any
coding. Tower opens up Ansible to the rest of company.
Certain parts of BINCK are really complex. Imagine using a sophisticated IT automation solution and then leaving. You have to do
some archeology to find out what is going on with those servers. With Ansible they can read playbooks and know that whatever they
read is what they are using.
Ansible is a tool in my toolbox that I can use throughout my life. For example, I could walk into an enterprise environment I am
unfamiliar with—fix something right away and walk out.
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